
1. Introduction

In recent years the traffic due to multipoint network-
based applications keeps on growing in transport net-
works. Multipoint applications include very important
broadband services such as digital media broadcasting
(e.g. IP-TV, IP-Radio, etc.), VoD streaming, distance
learning, virtual private LAN services, etc [1]. 

In spite of its benefits in terms of bandwidth sav-
ings, today the multicast service is not made available
to the end users by most commercial ISPs due to a
number of practical reasons. This means that today a
huge amount of bandwidth is wasted due to multipoint
delivery based on application-layer multicasting (ALM)
i.e. unicast-based distribution. In this sense, a recent
application that may impel the operators to open the
multicast service is TV peer-casting. This application is
starting to take an unnecessarily high share of the net-
work capacity as the same streaming information
comes in and out of the network for thousands of users
by unicast relaying.

Nonetheless, even though not directly available to
end users, the multicast service is an essential feature
present in the core of the transport network because it
is the key to the scalable implementation of the triple-
play concept: TV channels are usually multicast from a
content distributor to local caches/relays near the end
users.

In general, it can be said that it is less costly to
implement multicast in the lowest layers of the network
hierarchy; however, when the underlying technology is
connection-oriented - as it is the case of optical net-
works - the number of supported connections becomes
a strict bound. In the case of wavelength-routed optical
networks, this limit is set by: the number of lambdas,
the amount of multipoint units in optical nodes, their
fan-out and the optical power budget. Given this limita-
tion, optimizing light tree construction is quite a relevant
challenge in next generation multicast-capable optical
networks.

In this paper we investigate the problem of dynam-
ic multicast trees, where the member tree leaves are
continually changing. New destination nodes may log
in to the tree to receive the content, while other nodes
may leave the tree and return at a later time. This cor-
responds to a scenario where IP membership drives
optical tree set up. In a real setting, the tree would be
“optical” due to the aggregation of multiple multicast
sessions or it could be given by a selected set of indi-
vidual ultra broadband multicast sessions. Several mul-
ticast trees can exist in the network at the same time. If
the trees have sub-lambda bandwidths, grooming can
be applied to make network utilization more efficient.

A typical application can be a digital media distribu-
tion service, where the audience is varying in time. New
customers appear, who subscribe for the content, and
other customers with expired subscription leave the
network. In this case a customer does not necessarily
mean an individual home user, rather a local provider
(e.g. a local cable-TV provider).

Another example can be a virtual LAN service,
where LAN broadcast has to be delivered to all end-
points. In contrast to the previous scenario, this appli-
cation is less sensitive to minor interruptions in trans-
mission caused by reconfiguration of the multicast tree.

The continuous changing of tree members causes
the degradation of the multicast tree in the sense of
network and resource costs. This degradation can be
cured by regular reconfiguration of the tree. Recon-
figuration results in significant spare of network re-
sources (and of the cost), which is clearly beneficial for
the operator: resources (including link capacities) that
are freed up can be reused.

However, there are also some drawbacks of recon-
figuration: 

It may consume lots of computation time as com-
puting the Steiner tree is an NP-complete problem. How-
ever, considerable saving can be achieved by using
faster heuristic methods trading-off speed and optimal-
ity.
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Reconfiguration can cause a short disruption in the
data transmission flow or cause packet reordering,
which is sometimes not acceptable by the application
and should be avoided. Furthermore, reconfiguration
implies an additional signaling overhead.

1.1. Surviving to tree reconfiguration
Although our paper does not intend to solve this

problem, we suggest some techniques to show that it
is feasible.

A solution for an interruption-sensitive application
(e.g. media streaming) is a soft switch-over from one
light tree to the new one. In this case the updated light
tree is already set up, before the old one is torn down.
There is a short period when both trees exist and are
able to transmit data at the same time. In order to pre-
vent loss of sequence during the change of the tree,
the transmission can be held for a short time at the
ingress to guarantee that all the packets are flushed
out of the original tree. Alternatively, the first packets
that travel through the new tree are buffered at the eg-
ress node until an end-of-transmission signaling pack-
et arrives through the old tree. However, smooth recon-
figuration needs extra resources from the network. In
our simple network model if one free wavelength is
available in every link the reconfiguration of one light-
tree can be performed - for example by ILP (Integer
Linear Programming) optimization. In a DWDM network
with at least 30 WLs per link this extra capacity is ac-
ceptable (especially compared to the huge cost gain,
that the optimization results). However, it is not guar-
anteed that this extra capacity is always available.

1.2. Other publications in the area
Quite a few papers were published in the field of

optimizing the cost of multicast routing (light-trees) in
optical networks. Since the problem of routing the de-
mands optimally is often infeasible or time-consuming,
several heuristic approaches were proposed and their
performance was compared with ILP-based optimal so-
lutions.

The problem of static multicast for optical wavelength
routing was investigated for ring and mesh networks
among others in [2] and [3], respectively. The authors
of [3] presented an analytical model of grooming prob-
lem represented as non-linear programming formula-
tion and compared the results with heuristic approach-
es. Heuristic optimization algorithms are proposed in [4-
6]. The authors of [7] use an ILP formulation to solve
the optimal routing and wavelength assignment prob-
lem, and show that a network with only a few splitters
and wavelength converters can efficiently transfer mul-
ticast demands. Mustafa et al. [8] also presented an
ILP formulation and heuristic solutions assuming groom-
ing for minimizing the number of electronic-layer equip-
ments and the number of wavelengths.

In recent time the optimization of dynamically chang-
ing multicast trees attracted more attention. In the dy-
namic case the goal is usually to minimize the blocking

ratio, not to route all demands (according to some con-
straints) as in the static case. This problem in general is
even more resource- and computation-intensive than
the static version. We found, however, that some sub-
problems of routing (e.g. optimization of a single tree,
or several trees separately) can be solved optimally by
ILP. Therefore, it is worth to compare the performance
of dynamic routing algorithms to the optimal solution,
and to calculate the benefit.

Several provisioning methods of dynamic trees
(assuming grooming) are discussed in [9-11].

In [12] traffic engineering is performed through dy-
namic traffic grooming in grooming-capable WDM net-
works in the unicast scenario.

The authors of [13] proposed a dynamic wave-
length assignment algorithm for multicast to minimize
call blocking probability by maximizing the remaining
network capacity in each step. Chowdhary et al. add-
ressed in [14] a similar problem by provisioning on-line
multicast demands with the objective of increasing the
resource utilization and minimizing the blocking proba-
bility for the future arriving requests.

Boworntummarat et al. introduced light-tree-based
protection schemes against single link failure in [15].
ILP formulations were developed to measure and com-
pare the minimum spare capacity requirement of the
proposed protection strategies.

According to our knowledge no work was published
analyzing the effect of regular reconfiguration of light-
trees, investigating the degradation of dynamic routing
algorithms, and comparing the dynamically changing
costs to the optimum.

2. Problem formulation

A two-layer network is assumed, where the upper, elec-
tronic layer is time switching capable while the lower,
optical layer is a wavelength (space) switching capable
one. The electronic layer can perform traffic grooming,
i.e. multiplexing low bandwidth demands into a single
WL channel. The two layers are assumed to be either
interconnected according to the peer model [16] or ver-
tically integrated, i.e. the control plane has information
on both layers and both layers take part in accommo-
dating a demand. 

The network topology and the number of fibers are
assumed given as well as the parameters (distribution
of inter-arrival time and holding time) of dynamic traffic
demands. The capacity of WL channels and the cost of
routing, (e.g. space switching, optical to electronic con-
version, etc.) can also be given in advance.

We assume dynamic traffic consisting of multicast
traffic demands. As explained before, these demands
may correspond to an individual ultra-high speed IP
multicast session or to a set of aggregated sessions
that share most of the leaves. The heuristics for aggre-
gating multiple sessions into a single light tree fall out
of the scope of this paper. The same consideration is
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made regarding joint optimization of light trees and light
tree merging: for the sake of simplicity, in this paper
light-trees are optimized separately, although, joint opti-
mization could yield a higher cost gain at a higher com-
putational cost.

A multicast tree consists of multiple so-called sub-
demands, which can share resources in the network
(e.g. their bandwidths are not additional). One sub-
demand is assigned to each destination node (mem-
ber) of the tree. The source of every sub-demand is the
single source node of the multicast tree. Destination
nodes of the tree change dynamically: new nodes can
log in the tree or existing nodes can log out at any
time. Paths of new sub-demands have to be calculat-
ed online while paths of leaving nodes need to be torn
down as carefully as possible not to affect other sub-
demands.

Both the active session time (holding time) and the
idle (inter-arrival) time for every destination node have
an exponential distribution. The traffic load can be deter-
mined by appropriately setting the rate parameters (λ)
of the distributions. The objective is to reach all current
destination nodes from the source in each time step.

3. Network model

We use a wavelength graph model for routing in two
layer networks with grooming and with different types of
nodes. The model handles any regular mesh topology
and supports the peer-model. The WL graph that cor-
responds to the logical network is derived from the
physical network considering the topology and capabil-
ities of physical devices.

A simpler version of the model has been first pro-
posed in [17]. ILP formulation of the static RWA problem
with grooming and protection has been given in [18].

The network consists of nodes and links connecting
the nodes. Both ends of an optical link (fiber) are
attached to an interface (IF) of a physical device, which
determines the number of supported WLs in the fiber.
Every physical device contains an internal switching
fabric and some IFs. Each link and every physical de-
vice has a specific logical representation in the WL graph.

A physical link is derived to as many logical edges
as the number of available WLs in the link. The logical
sub-graph of a physical device depends on the capa-
bilities of the device. Every edge in the graph has a
capacity and a cost of usage. The capacity of the edge
usually equals to the WL capacity, which depends on
the used carrier (typically 2.5 Gbps – which was as-
sumed in our simulations – or 10 Gbps). The cost of the
edge is determined by its functionality (WL edge, O/E
conversion, etc.).

The WL graph model (together with our ILP frame-
work) can support devices with different capabilities
appearing in the network at the same time. The model
is easily extendable; the type of devices can be changed
later if new internal models are introduced.

A sub-graph of a versatile physical device is depict-
ed in Fig. 1. The equipment is a combination of an OXC
with WL-conversion and an OADM that can originate
and terminate traffic demands, as well as perform space
switching. WL-conversion and splitting (branching) of
light-trees can only be performed in the electronic layer.
We will use this complex node in our simulations.

4. Routing algorithms

We applied several algorithms to route the demands in
the network. We wanted to compare their costs and
performances. A simple example illustrating the differ-
ent outcome of the algorithms is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1. ILP routing and formulation
ILP always provides the optimal cost of routing the

current demands in the system, thus it serves as a
baseline for comparison. However, this does not nec-
essarily mean that the numbers of certain resources
(e.g. wavelengths, O/E, E/O converter ports) are all mi-
nimal as well. On the other hand ILP routing usually
consumes much time. Fortunately, the routing time of
one multicast tree is still acceptable even for larger net-
works. This time varied from 3 seconds to 180 seconds
on a 2.8 GHz Pentium for COST266 network [19], which
consists of 28 nodes and 41 links. If we want to route
several trees together by introducing grooming much
more cost can be spared, however, the solution time
becomes unacceptably high. So it is only possible to
route different trees separately one after the other.

An important disadvantage of ILP routing is that the
consecutive configurations are very dissimilar, thus
reconfiguration of the paths of demands (including
switching devices along the path) is unavoidable.

We used the ILP formulation introduced in [22] and
[23] to route multiple multicast trees in the network.

HÍRADÁSTECHNIKA
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Fig. 1. 
Sub-graph of an OXC-WL device in the wavelength graph



This formulation is able to route unicast and multicast
demands as well, or even demands from both types at
the same time.

4.2. Accumulative shortest path (Dijsktra’s algorithm)
Accumulative shortest path algorithm is fast and sim-

ple. It can be applied for routing a new demand by not
interrupting the current active sub-demands in the net-
work. On the other hand this algorithm is rather costly.

The accumulative shortest path algorithm works as
follows: routes are calculated between the source and
the destination nodes one after the other. The algo-
rithm operates directly on the logical network (wave-
length graph). The source and the destination nodes
of a sub-demand are the electronic nodes of the cor-
responding physical device. The cost of already re-
served edges of the graph is set to zero, which means
it can be used for free.

Paths to leaving destination nodes are cleared.
Edges that are not used by the multicast tree anymore
are de-allocated (i.e. this sub-demand was the last one
that used these edges). Dijsktra’s algorithm never mod-
ifies paths of existing sub-demands, which unfortu-
nately often results in longer paths.

4.3. Minimal Path Heuristic (MPH)
The MPH algorithm transforms the original wave-

length graph into a virtual graph and applies Prim’s al-
gorithm [20] to form a minimum cost spanning tree. 
A virtual graph is a full mesh, in which only the single
source and all the destination electronic nodes are pre-
sented. The weight of an edge in the virtual graph ex-
presses the cost of the shortest path in the original wave-
length graph (which implies that the shortest path has
to be calculated for every node pair in back and forth). 

Prim’s algorithm is applied in this “upper-layer” virtual
graph. After the minimal cost spanning tree is found the
paths are traced back into the original wavelength

graph. Already used edges of the virtual graph are
equal to zero when updating the spanning tree after a
new destination node logs in. This ensures that paths
of existing sub-demands are not modified. Details of
MPH algorithm can be found in [21].

4.4. Tree routing
This algorithm is similar to the MPH algorithm, ex-

cept that it operates in the wavelength-graph, not in a
derived “upper layer”, virtual graph. It applies the same
Prim’s algorithm to determine a minimal cost spanning
tree in the WL graph. Updating the tree and modifica-
tion of the edge costs are also similar to the former case.

A phenomenon can occur in case of both, tree rout-
ing and MPH that needs attention: trees can branch in
such nodes, where splitting is not allowed (i.e. in non-
electronic nodes). These forbidden branches need to
be corrected by a post-processing. In fact it is pretty
simple to solve the problem by moving both branched
paths up to the electronic layer.

5. Results

The simulations were carried out on the COST 266
European reference network [26] with the same traffic
demands used in case of all algorithms.

In Fig. 3. the cost of routing is plotted as a function
of elapsed events. Every change of the light-tree (i.e.
a destination node enters or exits the tree) is consid-
ered as an “event”. In Fig. 3 the lower curve marked as
ILP represents the optimal cost in every step, while the
upper one (marked as Dijkstra with no reconfiguration)
stands for the case when no reconfiguration was app-
lied. The middle curve shows the effect of the regular
reconfiguration in every 20th event.

In our experiment “Dijsktra without reconfiguration”
exceeds the optimal solution by more than 60 percent
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Fig. 2. 
(a) Original topology 

with the source node S 
and three leave nodes 
D1, D2 and D3, 

(b) tree routing, 
(c) accumulative shortest 

path routing, 
(d) MPH virtual topology 

and routing, 
(e) MPH routing, 
(f) ILP optimal routing



on average. The reconfiguration curve usually diverges
rapidly from the optimal curve. It has the same cost,
though, as the optimal one in every 20th event be-
cause of the reconfiguration. Although reconfiguration
is clearly beneficial (according to Fig. 3), it surely depends
on the network topology, the applied dynamic routing
algorithm and the reconfiguration period as well.

Therefore we also investigated the cost of different
routing algorithms (described in Section 4), and accumu-
lative shortest path routing (Dijsktra) with different re-
configuration periods. 

The results are depicted in Fig. 4. It is clear, that all
of the algorithms (without reconfiguration) are far from
optimal: in the current simulation the additional cost is
around 34 to 57 percent compared to the optimum.
Much cost can be spared by regular reconfiguration. As
expected, the shorter the period of reconfiguration, the
closer the average cost approaches the optimal value.
However, we should know that reconfiguration can be
computation-demanding and has other disadvan-
tages as well (see Section 1.1). These drawbacks are
not taken into account in the cost.

The results are very similar for network resources
necessary to realize the routing: i.e. the number of re-
quired O/E and E/O conversion units and the number of
wavelengths (Fig. 4). 

One interesting fact is that Dijsktra’s algorithm without
reconfiguration has an outstanding WL usage, while
the usage of opto-electronic converters is behind MPH
routing. Both WL and conversion port usage approach
optimal value by decreasing the length of reconfigura-
tion period.

HÍRADÁSTECHNIKA
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Fig. 3. 
The cost of routing 
as a function of elapsed events
for Dijsktra’s algorithm 
with (middle curve) 
and without (upper curve) 
reconfiguration compared 
with optimal ILP solut ion 
(lower curve)

Fig. 4. 
The average routing cost, conversion ports (O/E, E/O)
usage and WL usage of different algorithms 
and (Dijsktra’s) shortest path algorithm with different
reconfiguration periods

Fig. 5. 
The average additional cost of routing (upper curve),
number of O/E, E/O conversion ports (middle curve) 

and number of WLs (lower curve) 
as a function of the length of reconfiguration period



We also wanted to investigate how the length of the
reconfiguration period affects the cost gain. The aver-
age additional cost of routing as a function of the length
of reconfiguration period is depicted in Fig. 5. The fi-
gure shows a saturating curve with decreasing slope.
This means, that if we want to reach high cost gain,
frequent reconfiguration is necessary. There is not much
difference between cost gains, when the periods are
long. The required number of WLs and conversion ports
follow the same rule, both have a decreasing slope.

We repeated the same measurement for several
reference networks to study how the additional cost
curve (as a function of the reconfiguration period) looks
like in case of different topologies. The same amount
of traffic was injected in all of the networks. We ob-
tained similar saturating curves again for all topologies
(see Fig. 6., left). 

However the slopes of the curves differ. For larger
networks the additional cost rises more rapidly as the
length of the reconfiguration period is increased.
Therefore we depicted the additional cost as a function
of the number of nodes in the network (Fig. 6, right). The
symbols mean different lengths of reconfiguration peri-
ods; the linear regression was also computed for most of
the data series to show the clear linear trend. We found
similar relationship between the average additional
cost and the number of links in the network. However,
the trend is not obviously linear in that case.

Table 1.  Reference networks used in the simulations

Based on this experiment it can be assumed that
the additional cost is proportional (as expected) to the
number of nodes and to the number of links in the net-
work, which means that the larger the network is, the
more frequent reconfiguration is required.

Fig. 7. shows how fast the cost of the optimized
reconfigured light-tree diverges from the optimal curve.
This one is also a saturating curve with decreasing
slope, similar to the left one. This suggests that in the
first few steps the cost of the tree quickly diverges from
the optimal curve, then during the next few events this
divergence is slowing down. This kind of divergence
is true in terms of conversion ports and WLs as well:
after reconfiguration the multicast tree quickly uses
more network resources compared to the optimal topo-
logy.

The next figure (Fig. 8) displays the cost of routing
as a function of the number of destination nodes of the
light-tree. Each data point corresponds to one time-step
in the simulation. The figure compares shortest path rout-
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Fig. 6 
The average additional cost for different network topologies (left), 

and the average additional cost as a function of the number of nodes in the network (right)

Fig. 7. 
The average additional cost of routing (higher bar), 
number of O/E, E/O conversion ports (middle bar) 
and number of WLs (lower bar) 
after reconfiguration as a function of elapsed events



ing with and without reconfiguration to the optimal solu-
tion. As expected, the routing cost naturally raises as
the number of the destinations increases. The signs
show the typical ranges of the dynamically changing
cost for the routing methods. It is noticeable that the
range of shortest path with reconfiguration is some-
where between the optimum- and the “no-reconfigura-
tion” range.

In our last experiment we are considering multiple
trees (5) at the same time with specific bandwidths.
Note, that in this case all trees were optimized sepa-
rately by ILP in a certain order (in decreasing order of
tree size), which does not provide the global optimum.
These bandwidths are set so that grooming should be
applicable. The routing cost (including conversion port
and WL usage) of shortest path routing and ILP are
compared. The figures suggest that reconfiguration is
more beneficial in case of higher bandwidths, since
grooming is less useful in such a case. This observation
is true for both the necessary number of conversion
ports and WLs, and for the total cost as well (Fig. 9-11).

6. Conclusion

In this paper we showed that reconfiguration of dyna-
mic light-trees is clearly beneficial for the transport net-
work operator. Lots of cost (including network resour-
ces, e.g. O/E converter units and wavelength capacity)
can be spared by restoring the optimal topology of the
tree. Since after the reconfiguration the tree diverges
quite quickly from the optimal one frequent reconfigu-
ration is required. 

In this paper we have tried to measure the cost sav-
ing and the dynamics for periodic reconfiguration with
several heuristics. The results show that reconfigura-
tion can be a cost-effective option if the average time
between events (subscriptions or leaves) is enough to
take advantage of the WLs saving achieved. In this

case the saved resources make up for the reconfigu-
ration cost. Still, a number of technical challenges must
be addressed to make reconfiguration practical, like the
seamless switch over of traffic from the old to the new
tree.
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1. Introduction

In this kind of environment a distributed architecture be-
comes necessary for the voluntary cooperation of auto-
nomous networks, which controls the cooperations [3].
No central confidence of infrastructure is to be assumed.

Promise theory is a graph theoretical framework,
which simplifies the understanding of complex relation-
ships in a network environment that requires compli-
ance with diverse restrictions [3], [4]. According to the
basic idea, fully autonomous nodes connect with each
other through promises. The cooperative nodes organize
groups. Every single promise implies a restriction on the
behavior of the promising node.

In large scale distributed networks the components
of the network share their services and network-man-
agement functions with each other. However, it is not a
good choice for the nodes to share all their services
with the others.

Each network node needs services from other nodes.
If a node only requires services, but does not serve the
requests of the other nodes, that means that this node
behaves in a selfish way. In order to terminate such
behavior in the network and motivate the nodes to co-
operate, one may use several kinds of techniques. The
principle of these solutions is that one rewards the gen-
erous nodes and punishes the selfish ones. If a node
receives a reward, it is more likely that its requests will
be served by other nodes. If a node receives a pun-
ishment, it will be less likely that such node is served.
The game theory approach is the most suitable way to
model the above described method. The most fitting
game for this model is the general prisoner’s dilemma.
In order to make a decision whether or not to serve a
certain service request, the nodes must store some
kind of information about the behavior of the other
nodes to make the system work.

Behavioral information and history can be stored
basically in two ways: by shared history or by private
histories [5]. The two storage methods have different

drawbacks, in case of storage in a commonly used area
a node may send false recommendation related to an-
other node, that is to say it lies about another node
and this can ruin the cooperation. To store information
in a common field a distributed data-storage method is
also required, e.g., by way of distributed hash tables.
In case of a large number of nodes individually stored
history results in infeasible memory requirements, so
the above mentioned method can be used only to a
limited extent.

Description of resource sharing by game theory mo-
dels is a widely researched field, especially since the P2P
file-distributed networks have become popular. Several
approaches have been developed to motivate the par-
ticipants of the network to share their resources. In
these reputation-based incentive systems the nodes
have a utility value, which they want to increase and
maximize during their operation. The calculation of the
utility value is based on the resource sharing level of
the node and the extent of the utilization of other nodes.
One of the most comprehensive studies in this field was
conducted by Ion Stoica and his team [5], but many
other valuable publications were made on this topic.
These researches differ in several ways, e.g., the type
of the game theory used to analyze the system. Ion
Stoica and his team used an asymmetric model with
two participants, while for example Philippe Golle con-
ducted his analysis with a multi-agent reinforcement
learning model [6].

Existing game theoretic descriptions are based on
P2P principle, i.e., any participant may contact any other
participant to request or to perform a service. The solu-
tion, described in this paper, differs from these app-
roaches in the fact that a topological network is used to
deliver service interactions as the chain of physical,
node-to-node interactions. As an example, in ambient
networks [1] the nodes have only a limited coverage
area, so they can communicate directly only with their
neighbours. Consequently, routing is required in the
network, and a service request goes through several
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nodes. Therefore, upon a service request three differ-
ent kinds of nodes participating in the process can be
distinguished: an initiator node, which requests the ser-
vice, a target node, from which the service is request-
ed and optionally some transport nodes, which transmit
the requests and the answers. Naturally, a node may
request service from its direct neighbor. In this case the
transport nodes are left out.

2. System Model

Game theory is a branch of mathematics trying to ans-
wer the question: which behavior is reasonable in a sit-
uation when the results and effects of a participant’s
decisions are also affected by other participants’ deci-
sions. The description of a game basically requires the
specification of three elements: the players, the strate-
gies and the payments, or in other word, payoffs. 

Players are the participants of the game, who want
to maximize their payoffs. By strategy we mean the
behavior of the players, namely, the kind of decisions
the players may come to. By payoff we mean the play-
er’s utility diagram, the value, which may be recorded to
the player’s credit at the end of the game. This value
depends on the strategy the player has chosen and
the strategies of other players. Since the player is ratio-
nal, he wishes this utility value to be as high as possi-
ble. To reach this, the player has to consider the other
players’ decisions or decision options, as well as his
own payoffs in relation to the above. There are sever-
al kinds and classifications of the games, e.g., normal
form or extensive form games, symmetrical or asym-
metrical, zero sum or non-zero sum games. The easiest
way to specify a normal form game is the payoff matrix.
This matrix shows the players, the strategies and the
payoffs.

In order to understand the operation of the system
first we should discuss the prisoner’s dilemma. There
are many versions of this game. The basic idea is that
two prisoners, suspected of a crime are imprisoned in

separate cells. They have the same options: if a pris-
oner testifies against the other he will be released and
the other is punished to 10 years’ imprisonment. If nei-
ther of them testifies, they receive 6 months each, if
both of them testify, they get 6 years each. The pris-
oners must not communicate with each other hence
they are unable to cooperate (non-cooperative game).
Thus the duration of the punishment may be consid-
ered as a kind of negative utility we wish to minimize.
The payoff matrix of the above described game is illus-
trated in Table 1 (in a cell the first number is the payoff
of the Player 1 /utility/ and the second number belongs
to the Player 2).

The difference between the original and the gener-
alized game is that several restrictions and rules were
defined for the payoff values. Based on the above var-
ious prisoner’s dilemma games may be described which
fulfill these rules. We do not discuss these in details.

For asymmetric games, like a client-server interac-
tion, the classical prisoner-dilemma game can be ex-
tended as shown in Table 2. The numbers in Table 2
indicate the utility and payoffs of certain players. This
game is played many times by the participants of the
network and the scores are cumulated. In the very case
of Table 2, when a node requests a service from anoth-
er node,  two events can occur: the node either serves
the client node’s request, in which case the server
node receives -1 point and the client receives 7 points,
or the server rejects the request, so each of them re-
ceive 0 points.

The players may have 3 different strategies: always
cooperate, always defeat (never cooperative) and to
be reciprocative. The first strategy means that the node
fulfils every inbound request unconditionally. The sec-
ond strategy is the opposite of the first: the node never
fulfils any request.

The information about the behavior of the request-
ing nodes stored by the nodes becomes relevant in the
reciprocative strategy. Using this strategy, the decision
of a node whether to serve the requesting node or not,
is based on some stored information. During the pro-
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Table 1.
Payoff matrix - Classical prisoner’s di lemma game

Table 2.
Payoff matrix for the game played by nodes



cedure the nodes collect their scores (or loose them)
game by game. Each node compiles statistics about
which strategy has been the most profitable for them.
If a node considers that another strategy would be
more profitable than the one it currently uses, it chang-
es strategy. In this case the identifier of the node also
changes, so the information about this node stored by
the others loses its relevance. (A traitorous node is an
exception to this rule, since it keeps its identifier even
if it changes strategy. This issue will be discussed later.) 

A node may increase its utility not only by serving,
but also transferring requests. The value of transferring
requests is identical to the value of serving a request.
For the requesting node, it is practically transparent who
provides the service. The transport of the services is
implemented in a way of a routing mechanism. The
nodes are aware of the routes through which they can
reach other nodes, thus they know which of their neigh-
bors they have to turn to first if they request service
from a specific node.

The following question may arise: why would a serv-
er node perform services upon a client’s request if this
results in a negative score for such a node? The ans-
wer lies behind the previously described private history
stored by the nodes. If a node does not perform ser-
vices to the other nodes, then sooner or later its re-
quests will be declined as well, so it would be unable to
collect scores. This means that in the long term it would
not profit from such operation. Performing or not per-
forming services also depends on the relationship of
the serving node with other nodes, since as it will be sub-
sequently shown, in certain cases a node may prefer
the non-cooperative strategy to the other strategies.

Additionally, a traitorous type of node has also been
introduced into the system with the following operation:
When this kind of node changes strategy its identifier
remains unchanged and the information stored by the
other nodes about it also remains valid. Theoretically, a
node like this may cooperate with every other node in
the first part of the operation, while it refuses to serve
any requests in the second part, since due to the high
score collected in the first part its requests will most like-
ly be served by the other nodes, which conduct recip-
rocative strategy. We have examined the operation of
the system also in the presence of such of nodes.

During the operation of the system the nodes also
store information on the nodes they had previous con-
nections with. The nodes “remember” the clients which
had requested services from them. They use this mem-
ory when they act as client nodes and they are more
likely to request services from those nodes which had
already requested services from them. Thus, a node
can return a service by performing a request for the
other node. 

Due to this principle, during the simulation the be-
havior of the network converges to a relatively stable
condition, and although some strategy changes may
occur at the last stages of the simulation, no drastic u-
turns take place, thus the system becomes stable.

3. Numerical Results

The examination of the above described system was
conducted by way of simulation. The simulation was
divided into cycles and every node requested service
from another node in each cycle, that is, they played
the above described game. The game goes through
the entire service path, that is, the path on which the
performance of services takes place between the client
and server nodes. Each simulation contains 1,000 cyc-
les. The examination of the operation of the system
was conducted with respect to several cases. 

The storing method of histories stored about the
nodes was examined both from short-term and long-
term respect. If we store such information only for a
short-term, this means, that a node may quickly “white-
wash” itself, so the system is forgiving, however this be-
havior might be disadvantageous for the other nodes
subsequently. However the storage of long-term histo-
ry requires extra memory and for satisfactory operation
an efficient search must be implemented as well. These
two cases we examined in relation to private and shared
history.

During the simulation we examined the operation of
a network containing 100 nodes. The nodes were ran-
domly positioned, so the topology developed in this
way is also random. We examined which strategy is the
most profitable for a certain node. The use of a certain
strategy depends on several circumstances, e.g., on
the position of the node in the network (whether it has
a few or a lot of neighbours) or the strategies its neigh-
bours use. At the beginning of the simulation the stra-
tegies were randomly distributed between the nodes in
the same proportion, thus 1/3 of the nodes were coop-
erative, 1/3 were defective (non-cooperative) and 1/3
played the reciprocative strategy. In general it can be
established that in most cases the cooperative and the
reciprocative strategies were the most profitable ones.
However, in certain cases, in some parts of the network
the non-cooperative behavior became more popular.
The system acted differently if the presence of traitor-
ous nodes were also allowed, the proportion of which
was set to 25%.

During the simulation the network approached to a
stable state. This means that the majority of the nodes
were not interested in strategy change and the fre-
quency of strategy changes decreased in the entire
network. The diagrams show the number of nodes that
use a certain strategy in a certain simulation cycle, but
it does not indicate which specific nodes use such stra-
tegy, so we cannot find out if the strategy was used by
the same nodes or some others. To demonstrate the
aforementioned characteristics, we prepared a network
topology in each simulation cycle, which indicates each
strategy by different color. 

By examining these topologies, we came to the con-
clusion that the bulk strategy changes took place at the
beginning of the simulation and at further stages no
substantial changes happened. The examination of this
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process provides an opportunity to focus on the distri-
bution of the strategies depending on position within
the topology.

Fig. 1. shows the topology reached by the end of
the simulation in case of various simulation scenarios.
It is obvious that in the case of the presence of traitor-
ous nodes, the number of the non-cooperative nodes
is larger than the number of defective nodes if only nor-
mal operating nodes are present in the network. It is
worth noticing when the short-term history is used and
some traitorous nodes are present every node be-
haved in a non-cooperative way towards the others
shown at extension of the right-hand side portion of
the graph. Thus, this effect spread over in that part of
the network and such behavior could be observed at
the presence of the traitorous nodes. In those parts of
the network where the nodes are relatively densely
positioned the behavior of the nodes is more or less
the same, however, there are some areas, where, be-
cause of the presence of the traitorous nodes, the
nodes become less cooperative.

Fig. 2. shows the distribution of the nodes using spe-
cific strategies. It can be seen that, if traitorous nodes
are present, the distribution of the nodes is more un-
steady, the nodes more frequently change strategies.
This effect can be clearly seen also when comparing

the solutions using short-term and long-term history. In
accordance with previous diagram it can be observed
that how many nodes followed the various strategies
by the end of the simulation. At the presence of the
traitorous nodes the difference is clearly noticeable, by
the end of the simulation more nodes used the strate-
gy of never cooperating with the others.

4. Summary

In summary, we may establish that the proposed incen-
tive system is able to motivate the nodes to voluntary
cooperation. In some cases this cooperation is high-
level and the number of the non-cooperative nodes is
insignificant, while in other cases some parts of the net-
work form non-cooperative groups. 

The study of the system may be continued different
ways, e.g., we might examine a specific situation when
the nodes are not steady, but change their positions.
In this case we certainly must provide effective routing
for the nodes to be able to find each other in a quick-
ly changing network. Several studies were made to this
effect, however small but frequent changes the net-
work topology had a significant effect on the nodes’
strategy selection. 
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Fig. 1.  Distribution of nodes by strategies in the topology graph



This means, that we may not draw many conclusion
from describing diagrams like the above ones. The stu-
dy of such case constitutes the subject of further re-
search.
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Fig. 2.  The numbers of the nodes using the different strategies during the simulation


